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Abstract. Due to their low frequency contents, ultra wideband (UWB) signals have the ability to penetrate walls and
obstacles. As the signal propagates through these obstacles, it gets attenuated, slows down, and gets dispersed.
This paper demonstrates wall compensation for throughwall imaging, localization and communication receiver
design purposes by first characterizing wave propagation
through various building materials in the UWB frequency
range. Knowledge of the walls obtained from the wall
characterization is used to estimate and correct the position accuracy of a target object located behind the walls
using three proposed methods namely; constant amplitude
and delay (CDL), frequency dependent data (FFD), and
data fitting methods (FIT). The obtained results indicated
relatively acceptable measure of wall compensation for the
three methods. Results from such work provide insight on
how to develop algorithms for effective target position
estimation in imaging and localization applications. They
are also useful for channel modeling and link budget
analysis.
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1. Introduction
Electromagnetic waves passing through a medium are
subject to amplitude and phase distortions. These distortions are attributed to dispersive and attenuative properties
of the medium of propagation. A propagation path obstruction is defined as a man-made or natural physical
object that lies close enough to a radio wave path to cause
a measurable effect on the path loss exclusive of reflection
effects [1]. There is an increasing need to understand and
model electromagnetic effects associated with wave propagation through obstacles. In addition to materials that make
the wall, the shape of the wall, its composition, multiple
reflections within the wall, angles of incidence on the wall,
coupling effects, radiation pattern, and polarization of
transmit and receive antennas are important factors that
need to be taken into consideration.
Several studies have been conducted on the electromagnetic characterization of building materials both in the

narrowband [2]–[5], and wideband [6]–[7] ranges of frequencies. Electromagnetic parameters including insertion
loss, dielectric constant, loss tangent, reflection and transmission coefficients were used to present wall characteristics. Research has been done to propose methods to mitigate the effect of walls on signal propagation and target
detection. Chandra et al. [8] applied a singular value decomposition algorithm to minimize clutter and detect
a metallic target behind plywood and brick wall in the
UWB frequency range. In [9], Guolong et al. illustrated the
impact of delay in position accuracy and used a throughthe-wall compensation algorithm to correct the position of
the located human to within 24 cm. Ahmad et al. [10]
demonstrated the imaging problem with practical assumptions of unknown wall parameters. They proposed an autofocusing technique based on higher order statistics that
provides high quality images with locations close to true
target locations. Rovnakova et al. [11] proposed two
methods to correctly trace moving targets behind walls and
compensate for the ‘wall effect’.
Imaging accuracy, however, is not only dependent on
signal processing but also on the availability of detailed
information about buildings, which includes material constants (permittivity and conductivity), thicknesses of walls,
as well as the structures of the buildings themselves [12].
In this paper, we investigate the obstruction effect and
propose methods to compensate for the effect. This is
achieved by first performing a wideband electromagnetic
characterization of typical building wall materials and
assessing their impacts on localization. Measurements are
carried out on samples of wood, glass and gypsum walls to
characterize them over a frequency range of 1–18 GHz
using a vector network analyzer. The characterization
method is based on measuring the insertion transfer function, defined as the ratio of two signals measured in the
presence and in the absence of the wall. The dielectric
constant of the wall material is related to the measured
insertion transfer function through a complex transcendental equation that can be solved using an approximate
one-dimensional root search [13]. Transmission and reflection measurements were carried out in frequency domain using free space radiated measurement to extract the
insertion loss and dielectric constant for each wall material.
Free space radiated measurements are contactless and nondestructive. They also match the configuration of the final
application for which the measurements are carried out,
which is radar and communication.
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While penetrating through a material, an electromagnetic wave for through wall imaging and detection may
change its speed significantly. This is closely related to the
wall thickness and composition, its dielectric constant, and
the angle of incidence of the wave. In addition to slowing
down, the signal gets attenuated and undergoes refraction
as it passes through the wall. It defocuses target image and
displaces the target from its true position. False targets can
also be present in the radar images. These effects are more
pronounced for walls with higher dielectric constants or in
presence of multiple walls between target and radar [10].
Wall compensation therefore, is when effort is being made
to correct the adverse effect of the wall on the outcome of
the detection process so that the true target position can be
obtained. This work attempts wall compensation by using
wall information obtained from the wall characterization to
correct the position estimation of the target object. This is
achieved through conducting target experiments.
When compensating for the wall effect, we either use
full frequency dependent data or approximate fits. Three
possibilities are proposed and compared. The first method
employs constant amplitude loss and delay suffered by the
signal as obtained from previous wall characterization
measurements to compensate for the wall effect in the
target measurements. The second method uses previously
known frequency dependent wall information represented
by magnitude and phase data, while the third method which
is a trade-off between the first two uses linear and quadratic fits to magnitude of the insertion loss and dielectric
constants of the wall respectively.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the wall characterization process and results. Section
3 describes the experimental setup and procedure for the
target measurements. In section 4, the proposed wall compensation methods are explained and the results from each
method are illustrated. Finally, concluding remarks about
the work are given in section 5.

caution should be taken to make sure that exact setup is
used to perform both experiments in order to avoid measurement inconsistencies.
Assuming a fictitious layer of free-space of the same
thickness as the wall, then the propagation delay through
this layer is τ0 = d/c where d is the layer thickness and c is
the speed of light in free space. The scattering parameter
related to the insertion transfer function in this case is
given as

S 21 ( j  )  H ( j  ) e  j 0 .

The un-gated insertion transfer function is obtained
by dividing the through wall S21 data by that of free space.
A finite impulse response filter is then used to remove the
noise at the low frequencies and those beyond the antenna
bandwidth. The frequency domain signals are then converted to time domain using inverse fast Fourier transform
to get the impulse responses. Zeros are padded for higher
time domain resolution. The impulse responses obtained
from frequency-domain measurements are correlated using
a sliding correlator to obtain the first guess on the delay
and effective dielectric constant. An estimate of the average dielectric constant could also be obtained through
peak-to-peak impulse time delay, Δτ. This average dielectric constant, which does not reflect the frequency dependence, is given by
2
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The insertion transfer function is obtained as the ratio
of two transmit signals given as [5]

(3)

As a function of the unwrapped phase, Φsp(f), the
dielectric constant is also given by

2. Wall Characterization
Both magnitude and phase information are needed for
accurate characterization of walls. Using the frequency
domain technique, complex data points representing magnitude and phase information are obtained. These data are
obtained using vector network analyzer.

(2)

0.0016 -0.056 3.157

--
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Gypsum
c

a
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-0.0424 -1.687 -- -0.0175 -0.462

-0.910

c

--

8.0396 -- 0.0008 -0.0257 2.83

Tab. 1. Coefficients for extracted parameters.

In the absence of an anechoic chamber, multipath
components, multiple reflections in the wall, and reflections from the floor, ceiling and other structures become
a threat to the measurement accuracy. In order to reduce
this effect of multipath, time gating is used to selectively
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remove or include the undesired responses in time. The
remaining time domain responses can then be transformed
back to the frequency domain with the effect of the ‘gatedout’ responses being removed. The delayed signals can be
filtered out by imposing a window function over the dominating signal that is identified to be the desired one. The
gated insertion transfer function is then obtained from
which the dielectric constant is calculated using the multiple pass technique from [13]. Fig. 1 shows the results for
the insertion transfer function and dielectric constants
respectively for wood, glass and gypsum walls. The coefficients for these results are shown in Tab. 1.

A transmitted signal from the transmitter is reflected by the
aluminum and received by the receiving antenna. This is
the reference measurement or ‘Target Only’. A wall is then
inserted between the antennas and the target with some
distance on both sides as shown in Fig. 2 and another
measurement is carried out. The steps above were repeated
for wood, glass, gypsum, and some multiple wall combinations. In each case, frequency domain responses are
acquired.

Fig. 2. Through target measurements setup.

Fig. 3 shows the processed bandlimited time-domain
impulse response from the target both with and without a
wood wall. There are two main reflections in the case of
the target behind the wall. The first (early) response (solid
line) indicates a reflection from the wall surface. We can
clearly see a delayed and attenuated response from the
target when it is behind the wall represented by the second
reflection. This delay translated into distance, corresponds
to shift in the actual position of the target behind the wall.
The dotted line represents the ‘Target Only’ measurement.

Fig. 1. Magnitude of insertion transfer function (upper).
Dielectric constant (lower).

3. Measurement Setup and Procedure
An HP8510C vector network analyzer with two-port
S-parameter test set was used to perform target measurements within the band of interest. The output of the network analyzer port 1 is fed through a 1.5 m cable to
a wideband power amplifier; another 1.5 m cable connects
the amplifier output to a wideband horn antenna mounted
on a tripod. An identical antenna mounted on a similar
tripod stand is used as a receiving antenna. The receive
antenna output is fed to the network analyzer port 2.
An aluminum sheet is used as the target object because it
approximately reflects all the energy impinging on its
surface.
The procedure is as follows. The aluminum sheet
(target) is put in front of both antennas at a given distance.

Fig. 3. Reflections from target object with and without
obstruction.

4. Wall Compensation Methods
The objective is to compensate for the target displacement by removing the effect of the wall on the response obtained from the target. This is achieved in three
different methods: (1) Using constant amplitude and delay
(CDL), (2) Using full frequency dependent raw data
(FFD), and (3) Using fitted dielectric constant and fits to
the magnitude of frequency dependent data (FIT).
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4.1 Constant Amplitude and Delay
Compensation

4.2 Frequency Dependent Data Method

In the constant amplitude and delay compensation, it
is assumed that there is constant amplitude attenuation due
to the wall. It is also assumed that the delay is constant and
thus, there is no frequency dependence. For each wall, we
use the amplitude attenuation it incurred during wall characterization as ‘constant amplitude’ to compensate for the
amplitude loss the same wall suffered in the target measurements. A similar approach is performed on the delay,
and the time is corrected by a value equal to the delay the
wall offered during the wall characterization measurements. Tab. 2 shows the constant values used for amplitude
and delay compensation. Fig. 4 shows the compensated
signal using this approach compared with the response
obtained without a wall for the case of wood, glass, and
gypsum. The constant amplitude used information from
transmission measurements, while the constant delay used
is twice the value of the delay from transmission measurements. This is because the reflection measurement requires
the signal to propagate twice through the wall.
Wall

Constant amplitude

Constant delay (ns)

Wood
Glass
Gypsum

1.44
1.24
1.104

0.08513
0.0864
0.0690

For more accurate determination of the target’s position, the frequency dependent effect of the wall has to be
removed. This is achieved by dividing total transfer function by that of the wall. This is achieved using our previous
knowledge of the wall obtained from wall characterization.
Fig. 5 shows the result for wood both in frequency and
time domain. Similar results were obtained for other walls
but are not presented here due to the limited space.
It should be noted that because of the raw frequency
domain data directly obtained from measurements, the
presence of noise is a major concern. Noise clearly manifests in the time domain. Therefore, noise reduction is
performed by filtering the noisy regions around 1 GHz and
15.5 GHz as in Fig. 5.

Tab. 2. Constant amplitude and constant delay values used.
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Fig. 5. Wall compensation using raw data for wood sample in
frequency domain (upper), and time domain (lower).
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There is a close agreement between the compensated
responses and the responses obtained from measurements
performed without the wall. The advantage of this method
over compensating with a constant delay and amplitude is
that the pulse shape is corrected. In application like
matched filter or correlation receivers, pulse shape correction is very important. The cost will be to provide a full
data about the insertion transfer function of the wall.

4.3 Data Fitting Method
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Fig. 4. Illustrating compensation using constant amplitude and
constant delay, wood (upper), glass (middle), gypsum
(lower).

As a trade-off between the above two methods, one
can provide the parameters that model the magnitude of the
insertion loss of the wall using a linear equation to reflect
the frequency dependence of the magnitude of the transfer
function. Higher order fits are also possible but not needed
especially if the walls used are having some variability.
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In this method, the result of the dielectric constant
given in Tab. 1 is used to obtain an un-wrapped phase ΦW
from (4). The delay τo is still modeled with a constant value
as in the case with constant amplitude and delay method.
The phase obtained is then used together with the results of
the magnitude of insertion transfer function (having coefficients in Tab. 1, to calculate a complex insertion transfer
function HW ( f )  HW ( f ) exp jW ( f ) representing the
wall. The result for compensation using this method for
wood and glass is shown in Fig. 6. Wood shows good wall
compensation as indicated by the similarity between the
‘Target Only’ and ‘Compensated’ responses. The compensation for glass did not show good results.

wall of dielectric constant  r' , the speed of light, c =
3.0 · 108 and Δτ is the peak-to-peak time delay incurred by
the signal passing through the wall. The dielectric constant
 r' can be a value chosen at the mid-frequency range for
the wall material under consideration.
Tab. 3 provides errors in delay corresponding to approximate errors in the position of the target due to the
three different walls. It also shows approximate errors after
compensation has been done for the three methods.
For the purpose of Tab. 3, we refer to the three
methods with the following abbreviations in parenthesis:
Constant Amplitude and Delay (CDL), Frequency Dependent Data (FFD), Fitted Dielectric constants and Fits to
Magnitude of Frequency Dependent Data (FIT), and ‘No
Compensation’ as (NC).
Peak-to-peak error (ns)
Due to wall

Wall

Thickness
(cm)

 r'

NC

After compensation

CDL

FFD

FIT

Wood

1.8

3.0

0.07094

-0.01489 -0.00645 0.01161

Glass

0.8

6.5

0.10577

0.01936

0.02193

-0.0606

Gypsum

1.2

2.4

0.08126

0.01225

0.03224

-0.0116

Tab. 3. Constant amplitude and constant delay values used.

Since time domain responses are used to demonstrate
wall compensation, the peak-to-peak delay was used to
find the error due to the wall by comparing the ‘Target
Only’ and ‘Target +Wall’ responses. Similarly, the peakto-peak delay for the ‘Target Only’ and ‘Compensated’
responses are used to get the error after compensating for
the wall. An equivalent error in displacement is also obtained. The negative sign in the errors indicate instances
where we have ‘over-compensation’; therefore, the peakto-peak difference will be negative. Note that these figures
depend on the dielectric constant and thickness of the
walls.

Fig. 6. Wall compensation using fit to data for wood (upper),
and glass (lower)

4.4 Performance Evaluation for the
Suggested Wall Compensation Methods
In order to assess the accuracy of the methods mentioned above in achieving wall compensation, we will
make comparison between results for ‘No Wall’ and that of
‘Compensated’ (estimate). We also compare these results
with the case where there is no compensation. The comparison will be in terms of the delay (peak-to-peak) and
energy capture.
The peak-to-peak delay is useful in positioning applications and can be used to give approximate errors in the
true position of detected objects. Since time and distance
are related by the expression

s  v 
where v  c

(5)

 r' is the velocity of the wave through the

Studying Tab. 3 closely, we can see that relative to no
compensation at all (NC), wood perform better after FFD
compensation as indicated by 0.0064 ns error in delay
compared to 0.0148 ns and 0.0116 ns for CDL and FIT
respectively. CDL gives 0.0193 ns error after compensation for glass which is less compared to that of FFD and
FIT. Because peak-to-peak delay is used, changes in pulse
shapes of the compensated responses for FFD and FIT will
affect the amount of error both in time and space. We also
attribute this to the high dielectric constant of glass, even
though the thickness of our glass wall is 0.8 cm.
Recall that walls with higher dielectric constant tend
to defocus target images introducing errors in target positions [9]. This will yield up to 0.71 cm error FIT compensation. For gypsum, FFD has the highest amount of error
after compensation with 0.03224 ns relative to NC, followed by CDL with 0.01225 ns. FIT gives the least. Over-
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all, CDL compensation seems to give less error for the
three walls and wood gives a better error performance for
all three methods.
Energy capture is useful when analyzing signal waveforms. For our purpose, we employ the energy capture
equation described in [13] to be

r (t )  rc (t )
EC  1 
2
r (t )


2


  100%


(6)

where r(t) is the ‘Target Only’ signal called the ‘true signal’, and rc(t) is the ‘Compensated’ signal and it is called
the ‘estimate of the true signal’. A window size of 1 ns
around the main pulses is assumed. To achieve full comparison between the shapes of the waveforms, they are first
synchronized, and then the estimate is subtracted from the
true signal to get the difference. If the difference is greater
than the true signal r(t), the percentage energy capture will
be negative.
Tab. 4 shows how similar, in percentage, the wall
compensation results are to the results obtained from
measurements without the wall for wood, glass and gypsum, using Constant Amplitude and Delay Method, Frequency Dependent Data Method, and Data Fitting Method.
We have added a column representing when there is no
compensation (between ‘Target Only’ and ‘Target +
Wall’). It should be noted that the accuracy of these figures
depends on the size of the window around the main pulse
over which the comparison is made. Wood and gypsum
showed good compensation particularly in the data fitting
method. This is indicated by the 99.32% similarity to the
‘No Wall’ case for wood and 98.70% for gypsum. For
glass, we have up to 16% improvement in the results from
the frequency dependent data method (96.45%) over constant amplitude and delay’s 80.68%. However, in the data
fitting method, compensated waveform for glass suffered
considerable distortion. Overall, the results for energy
capture in frequency dependent data method show relatively better similarity between ‘Target Only’ and ‘Compensated’ responses.

Generally, the basis of comparison depends on how
the receiver is interested in the signal (time, energy, etc).
Fig. 7 shows the three different methods compared for our
wood wall. As with the matched filter system, the use of
pulse peak-to-peak delay to measure the correlation
between the two results might be an easier approach to take
however; in this case, the shape of the waveform is affected during the compensation process. Therefore, finding
the correct peak of the signal will not be easy and the peakto-peak delay will yield an unreliable outcome which cannot represent correlation or similarity. Consequently, wall
compensation for double and triple walls suffered severe
change in waveform, thus, no reliable results were obtained
for them. Fig. 8 shows an example for the case of double
wall: wood-gypsum.

Fig. 7. Compensation using the three methods for wood wall.

Method
Wall

No
Compensation

Constant
Amplitude
and Delay

Frequency
Dependent
Data

Data Fitting

Wood

83.94 %

93.52 %

95.61 %

99.32 %

Glass

71.52 %

80.68 %

96.45 %

76.82 %

Gypsum

94.85 %

96.27 %

98.98 %

98.70 %

Tab. 4. Percentage similarity of wall compensation results to
‘No Wall’ results.

Fig. 8. Wall compensation for double wall (wood-gypsum).
Frequency domain (upper), time domain (lower).
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5. Conclusion
This paper proposes a way of compensating for the
effect the obstruction has on the true position of a target in
through wall detection applications. Three methods for
wall compensation were discussed.
The first one used estimated constant amplitude loss
and delay values suffered by the walls in the previous wall
characterization experiments to perform compensation,
while the second uses full frequency dependent data from
previous knowledge of the wall. The third uses a quadratic
and linear fit to previously obtained dielectric constant and
magnitude of insertion loss respectively, while assuming
a constant delay. Results obtained show a good level of
wall compensation for the different walls used. Based on
energy capture, results obtained show a good level of wall
compensation for the different walls used. With the first
method, up to 93.52% similarity was recorded between
compensated and no wall responses for wood. Similarly,
98.70% similarity was obtained with the third method for
gypsum wall.
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